Introduction
Experiments by Allaby, et al 1) and by the DESY and CEA bubble -A chamber collaborations 2) 93) have indicated that in the region between 600 MeV and 1 CeV pi pair production is very much enhanced in the channel: y+p+?r=+N *++( 1238) . If one programs kinematically for a two-body final state of II-and BT*, about 80% of the general -Ireaction y + p --+II -+?I + p will in fact proceed in this manner.
If the momentum and angle of one final-state particle is measured, the polarized beam available at Stanford allows the determination of the photon energy and the reaction polarization asymmetry only for two-body final states. Therefore, the possibility of studying pi pair production exists for the quasi two-body final state R-N* by observing solely the R-with a spectrometer.
The use of polarized X-rays in photoproduction aids En determining parities and allows an evaluation of the possible presence of specific diagrams such as one pion exchange (CPE). Such a production process would in fact be entirely along the electric field vector and as a result photoproduction with polarized X-rays should be extremely sensitive to this.
The net result of the experiment described below was to find no asymmetry-of greater than a few percent. 
Fortunately the work of Allaby, et al 1) evaluates the total amounts of --these reactions in such a way as to be applicable to our measurements.
Their measurements were as follows: Setting a spectrometer at a fixed momentum and angle for the 7c-, the peak beam energy was varied and the resultant yield measured, as in fig. 3 . For a fixed recoil mass, the initial rise would be very steep, In this case th,e width is due to the N* , the continued rise being due to other processes. Tie analysis assumed a phase space distribution for the other processes and made a two parameter fit to the data. The resulting integral curves allow us to obtain the ratio of background to N* production as a function of peak beam energy as may readily be seen from the fig*ure.
It would have been desirable for us to make our own measurements of this ratio, but the data rate with polarized bremsstrahlung is much lover than in the Ailaby configuration.
As a result we have used their da%a to obtain our background estimates. These are unpublished, but are the data from which their published results derive. One-pion exchange graph for ~~(1238) production plus the graphs considered in the gauge invariant extension.
5.
Asymmetry calculated from the gauge invariant extension of the one-pion exchange model. Our experimental points, although not at these energies, are also plotted. 
